The principal emphasis of this three-year research program was on developing better ways to utilize the power of the digital computer in computer-aided performance training. Two large programs, collectively called TASKTEACH, were developed and tested. These programs combined simulation and gaming techniques. The dialog with the student is sustained without using a computer-assisted instruction (CAI) language. These programs were tested to identify features needing further refinement and to test student acceptance. A second part of the research was concerned with assembling and analyzing studies in the literature bearing on theoretical issues in CAI. Topics included motivating students in training environments, specifying training objectives, evaluating effectiveness of CAI, and recent developments in learning theory and cognitive psychology. Abstracts of technical reports on these subjects are included, along with a summary of a report on TASKTEACH. (JK)
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During the three-year period of this contract, the principal emphasis of the research was on developing better ways to utilize the power of the digital computer in computer-aided performance training. Two large programs were developed and tested. The approach taken in these programs combines simulation and generative techniques. The dialogue with the student is sustained without using a "CAI language." (U)

Other research interests related to motivating students in training environments, specifying training objectives, evaluating effectiveness of CAI, and recent developments in learning theory and cognitive psychology (U)

Six technical reports, one publication, and several papers for meetings were produced. (U)
Motivation in training
Assessment of training outcomes
Measuring change
Training objectives in CAI
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The contributions of different BTL personnel were essential to the success of the research. Dr. Douglas M. Towne created the original LISP programs and all the subsequent extensions of this logic in less esoteric languages. Mrs. Carole King wrote the program for teaching operating procedures. Mr. D. K. Morrison programmed portions of the other TASKTEACH program in FORTRAN IV. Dr. Nicholas A. Bond scanned through the literature for information about and wrote technical reports bearing on theoretical issues in CAI. Mr. Louis A. Williams designed and made the ASCII decoder that was used for operating a random access slide projector. Mr. Edward T. Langston performed the analyses of the AN/SPA-66 and the AN/URC-32 devices and prepared material for data modules used in the programs.
ABSTRACT

During the three-year period of this contract, the principal emphasis of the research was on developing better ways to utilize the power of the digital computer in computer-aided performance training. Two large programs were developed and tested. The approach taken in these programs combines simulation and generative techniques. The dialogue with the student is sustained without using a "CAI language."

Other research interests related to motivating students in training environments, specifying training objectives, evaluating effectiveness of CAI, and recent developments in learning theory and cognitive psychology.

Six technical reports, one publication, and several papers for meetings were produced.
RESEARCH IN COMPUTER-AIDED PERFORMANCE TRAINING

This research was guided by the thesis that different ways of utilizing the potential of data-processing technology for training and education should be explored before CAI becomes a narrow orthodoxy and this potential is never fully realized. It was an assumption that costs of using this technology would, in the long run, be reduced to the point that education could be provided almost as cheaply and distributed to society almost as well as electric power now is provided and distributed.

In the short period of three years, developments in electronics, computers, and programming have been announced that encourage us in our view, and emphasize more strongly than ever the need to find better ways to use this potential to understand and to control learning and memory processes in education and training environments.

During the three-year period, research was performed in the area of computer-aided performance training. The major part of the research was devoted to designing, programming, and refining computer programs to create individualized learning environments that provide students with opportunities to develop fluency in performing troubleshooting and operating tasks involving electronic equipment. Two large programs, collectively called TASKTEACH, resulted from this work. The fundamental logic for simulating equipment and task structures and responding to the individual student in the program-student dialogue, was created with LISP 1.85. This logic was extended to include teaching the student to
set controls on front panels to obtain symptoms of malfunctions from front panel displays, and to monitoring the student's actions on front panels. This extended logic will handle any known combination of multiple control settings. The original logic for teaching operating tasks also was extended to encompass more different kinds of sequence constraints in the performance of actions and in the attainment of subgoals. These programs were tested on small samples of students from Naval Training Commands and local trade schools, to identify features needing further refinement and to test student acceptance.

An ASCII decoder was designed and built to convert serial ASCII coming out of an acoustic coupler to a parallel form used to operate a random-access slide projector under program control.

A second part of the research was concerned with assembling and analyzing studies in the literature bearing on theoretical issues in CAI. Topics included motivating students in training environments, specifying training objectives, evaluating effectiveness of CAI, and recent developments in learning theory and cognitive psychology.

The TASKTEACH programs were demonstrated to the Electronics Schools staff, Naval Training Commands, Treasure Island, and to visitors from the Air Force and from several foreign countries.

During this period, a NATO Advanced Study Institute was given at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, England, on the uses of computers in CAI. The Institute featured on-line practice in writing programs in BASIC, ALGOL, and FORTRAN, and was attended by approximately 70 students from most of the European nations.

Six technical reports, one publication in Human Factors, and several papers for meetings were produced during the period of this contract.
A comprehensive series of reference manuals for the AN/SPA-66, for offline study, also were produced, and are available for use in the Naval Training Commands if this is desired.

Abstracts of technical reports are reproduced below:


   The specifications of training objectives, and the organization and implementation of courses around such objectives, is becoming a significant part of instructional technology.

   In this report, there is a brief review of some of the background for this development in earlier, related activities of job and task analysis. Requirements for the specification of training objectives are discussed. The implications of data-processing technology for improved control over the specification and implementation of training objectives are illustrated in an example of how computer programs can generate criterion task specifications from relatively simple data bases, and compare student performance with these criterion tasks at a response-by-response level. Thus, where training is concerned with teaching task performance, both specification and implementation of training objectives can be considerably improved.


   Measurement of training outcomes is a requirement for evaluating new training techniques, but is one that is difficult to meet. Managers of education and training may have different concepts of what they want, as favorable outcomes, than do the investigators doing the research. Classical statistical and experimental designs assume laboratory rigor of control over variables that is seldom possible in the real world of a school or classroom. Yet in the broader perspective of educational institutions, the effectiveness of these institutions is a current issue of fundamental concern in our society. In this report, possibilities for measuring outcomes of training are surveyed, considering training as a form of planned social change. Approaches which are discussed include the classic Solomon four-group design, iterative adaptation to the peculiarities of individual student progress, response surface designs, adaptive control models, decision theory models, and simulation models. Illustrations from the CAI literature of recent attempts to measure training outcomes are given. The principal conclusions presented are that the classical four-way design is impracticable for most evaluation studies in training environments; that a policy of "adaptive research for big effects" is apt to be scientifically and administratively desirable; and that current attempts at measurement of training outcomes still use fairly simple methods.

The literature of learning research in which internal processing operations of the learner were studied was reviewed. The current thinking of learning theorists regarding the nature and importance of these processes in learning and retention is described. The significance of this research for instructional technology is examined. It appears that this research marks the beginnings of a science of learning ability which may ultimately result in marked improvements in learning and retention. Verbalization, imagery, and organization engaged in by the learner during periods of rehearsal and self-initiated recall have been shown by theorists to have surprisingly strong positive effects on learning and retention. These internal processing operations, and selective attention, are worthy of immediate consideration by the instructional technologist. Two courses of action are suggested: programmatic research on these processes in the context of meaningful material, using appropriate "learning induction mechanisms," and reorientation of the goals and methods of instructional technology to give greater emphasis to learning to learn.


Student motivation is a central issue in Computer-Aided Instruction (CAI), since even the most sophisticated teaching programs will require directed and sustained effort at the learning task. Technical students, who have to master long and difficult courses, present special motivational problems.

A review of the literature indicates that motivators for technical students can be classified under three main headings: (1) task-related or "intrinsic" factors, (2) need-related or "dynamic" determinants, and (3) external rewards. When viewed from a technical school framework, it appears that elements from each class of motivators are more or less manipulable and have not, so far, been fully exploited by CAI projects.

To illustrate the application of motivating factors, one potential system is proposed for immediate tryout in a military or industrial setting. The system classifies students according to certain dynamic variables such as need achievement. It also dispenses time-off from the training site as an immediate external reward for efficient learning, and includes a goal-setting participation by the student. It is believed that such a motivating system can be evaluated right now, by utilizing CAI drill programs in technical subject matter.

The ASCII decoder described in this report accepts inputs from an acoustic coupler, or Modem, in a remote time-sharing system. On receipt of a special command character the decoder recognizes, store and decodes the next two decimal digits. The output can be used to access any one of 100 items. For example, the decoder allows a random-access slide projector to be operated under computer control.

The report contains complete specifications, including a description of the functions of the circuits in the decoder.


Two computer programs for computer-aided performance training were developed. These programs were designed to give students the opportunity for concentrated practice of troubleshooting and of procedural tasks. In contrast to the usual approach taken in CAI, these programs simulate essential aspects of devices and tasks: and continuously update their states during a practice session; they generate responses to a student's inputs from that student's history and simple list-structures; they are made specific to particular devices and tasks by data modules, therefore no "CAI language" is used, and they offer the student several options for drills and for receiving advice during practice.

These programs are being converted to run in a new type of programmable graphics terminal with two integral minicomputers. This terminal will be the basis for small "stand alone" CAI systems offering static and dynamic graphics, random-access photographic slides, and front panel simulators.

Publication


A method for using a computer time-sharing system to assist the learning of serial tasks, from operating equipment to troubleshooting it, is described. The method is based on mediational theory. The current resurgence of interest in mediational theory in psychological research is noted, and parallels between experimental strategies and instructional strategies for evoking and manipulating mediating processes are pointed out. Categories of processes which mediate performance of serial tasks are described. Procedures for facilitating the learning of these processes are implemented by a computer program, called TASKTEACH. The program sustains the student's performance of complex serial tasks by giving him
variable amounts of support while helping him learn and organize the processes which mediate his performance of these tasks. The program generates output to the student during the learning session by processing short lists and the prior responses of the student. The lists, which are input to the program, replace the conventional frame-by-frame description of an instructional sequence written in a "CAI language."
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